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Executive Summary

Low-price Guarantees:

How Hotel Companies Can
Get It Right
By Steven A. Carvell, Ph.D., and Daniel C. Quan, Ph.D.

W

ith the growth of the internet, the increase in the volume of online bookings
has altered and multiplied the hotel industry’s distribution channels.
While this growth has driven up the proﬁts of online travel agencies, hotel
operators are experiencing a loss of control over the pricing of rooms and a potential
transfer of pricing authority to thirdparty internet-based companies. The application of option-pricing approaches
popularity of such services stems from demonstrates how a hotel company can
consumers’ desire to obtain the lowest structure a best-rate guarantee that would
rate within their desired market segment. provide value to consumers by oﬀering
One possible cure applied by many hotel the guest the option of purchasing a
chains is to oﬀer a best-rate guarantee on price guarantee. Such an option would
their own web sites. A calculation of the give the guest the lowest price posted
option value of such guarantees shows, on a speciﬁed set of web sites, up to the
however, that current rate guarantees time the guest arrives at the hotel. The
have little value to consumers. Instead, an pricing of this option would be based on
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a well-established exotic-option pricing
formula. A demonstration of how to
price this best-rate guarantee shows that
its value (and its price) diminishes as the
arrival date approaches, so consumers
should be willing to pay for the option,
because the price is set according to the
likelihood that prices will change. Using

this approach hotel companies should
be able to eliminate the incentive for
consumers to engage in search-and-switch
behavior, reestablish the price integrity
of their product, and simultaneously
create a revenue stream from the sale of
the best-rate-guarantee options to their
customers.
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through the inTnelsHEand INCREASE
ternet has reconﬁgured the industry’s distribution chanredistributed revenues. According to the consulting ﬁrm Forrester Research,
IN THE VOLUME OF ONLINE HOTEL BOOKINGS

online sales of hotel rooms for leisure travelers doubled in 2002 to $2.7 billion.

Research indicates that one in three hotel rooms
will be booked online by 2006, up from less
than one in ten in 2002.1 While this growth of
internet bookings has driven up the revenues
and market values of internet travel agencies,
the increasing use of the internet by consumers has not necessarily improved revenues for
the lodging industry. The proliferation of in1

Bill Carroll, “From Property to Screen: Managing
Online Hotel and Lodging Distribution” (PhoCusWright Inc.,
2004); see also: Bill Carroll and Judy Siguaw, “Evolution in
Electronic Distribution: Eﬀects on Hotels and Intermediaries”
CHR Reports, Vol. 3, No. 5 (2003).
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ternet travel agencies suggests that such ﬁrms
provide a much-needed market-intermediation
function that the lodging industry has failed
to provide. At the same time, the revenues
currently enjoyed by these agencies represent
a leakage of potential proﬁts that the lodging
industry could reclaim.
This growing trend may be fueled partly by
consumers who view hotel rooms as homogeneous within given segments, with rooms from
one brand serving as a substitute for rooms
from another. This commoditization trend results in consumers’ choosing their hotels based

CORNELL UNIVERSITY • THECENTERFORHOSPITALITYRESEARCH.ORG

on the lowest rates available and is facilitated
by the ease of searching among the various
distribution channels. Not surprisingly, thirdparty internet-based travel companies, such as
Expedia, Orbitz, and Travelocity, have become
extremely popular, largely due to their ability
to facilitate a low-cost search.2 By making it
easier and less “time costly” to compare room
rates among diﬀerent hotels, these online companies have empowered the consumer with the
information to comparison shop for rooms
that meet their quality and rate preferences.
The volume of internet sales adds complexity to the hotel market’s already complicated competitive dynamics, since some of the inventory of rooms available for sales by online
travel service (OTS) companies are provided by
individual hotel owners or hotel operators to
third-party internet consolidators. During slow
periods, individual hotel owners and operators
often release blocks of rooms for sale at deep
discounts through internet travel agencies, because the operators believe that they can boost
room revenue by selling rooms that might otherwise go unsold. Those deeply discounted
prices frequently undercut room rates oﬀered
by the brand’s own website. This process of
pricing and discounting hotel rooms occurs
through what is known as the merchant model,
whereby internet travel companies are assigned
blocks of rooms at a rate far below market and
then resold over the internet at considerable
markups. Extensive use of third-party internet bookings under the merchant model has
resulted in the erosion of the uniﬁed pricing
plans that are favored by the brand-name hotel
companies. It is reasonable to anticipate that
as the practice of shopping for rooms on the
internet becomes more widely accepted, hotel
companies will continue to battle for control
and market inﬂuence over their pricing structure, inventory of rooms, and their ability to
foster brand loyalty.
2
The various strategies at obtaining a low hotel-room
price using the internet are well documented in the popular press. For example, see: “Suite Dreams,” Consumer Reports,
Vol. 66, No. 7 (July 2001), pp. 12–18.

A brand’s loss of control over room pricing
and the potential transfer of pricing authority
to third-party OTS companies stem from consumers’ desire to obtain the lowest rate within their desired market segment.3 From the
consumer’s perspective, room rates oﬀered by
comparable brands within a competitive set are
uncertain and unknown at the actual time the
reservations are made. Therefore, when making the initial reservation the consumer will often check prices through various distribution

Consumers’ search-and-switch
behavior, as they seek better rates
even after booking a room, stands to
damage hotel proﬁtability.
channels, including the hotel’s own website,
seeking the lowest rate for hotels in the competitive set.4 Furthermore, because rates often
change prior to their prospective arrival date,
consumers face ongoing rate uncertainty. As
a result of these combined forces, consumers
will often continue to search after having made
their reservation in hopes of ﬁnding a lowerprice room to substitute for the room they already booked. If the consumer locates a lowerprice room prior to the cancellation deadline,
the customer will cancel the initial reservation
and book at the lower rate. The combination of
increased downward price pressure from thirdparty OTS companies and the post-reservation
search-and-switch behavior of consumers stand
to damage hotel proﬁtability and pricing.
In response, hotel companies often believe that they can regain control over pricing
though improved brand diﬀerentiation, tighter
standards on inventory, and partnering with
other companies to form distribution allianc3

In a comprehensive survey of travel booking industry
executives and operators conducted by PhoCusWright, price
was identiﬁed as the major factor customers use websites to
hotel purchases, followed by hotel brand. See: Carroll, op.cit.
4

Carroll reported that 69 percent of online travel buyers shopped two or more websites for a hotel room in 2003.
See: Ibid.
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es. None of those strategies, however, addresses from Quan’s work is that a reservation given
consumers’ strong incentive to search for and by a hotel is valued by the customer (and has
book rooms at the lowest price. Instead, we an ascertainable cost to the hotel) since it comsuggest that potential solutions to this prob- mits the hotel to sell at a ﬁxed price when the
lem must address the consumer’s incentive to actual rates on a given day are uncertain to
search. The solution that we present here has both the customer and the hotel. That article
the capacity to eliminate consumers’ need or in the Cornell Quarterly demonstrated how the
desire to search for lower rates. Our proposal, price of this commitment can be determined.
In this report we expand on this analysis
therefore, aims at increasing retention of the
brand’s customer base by eliminating the price and propose what we call an exotic reservation
uncertainty consumers face when making a res- (based on the term exotic option) to address
ervation. If this uncertainty can be resolved at consumers’ migration to third-party OTS comthe time of the initial reservation, there will be panies and their subsequent search-and-switch
no incentive for consumers to seek lower rates behavior. As a solution we propose that hotels
from third-party online distributors.
sell their guests a guaranteed lowest-price reservation that is analogous to a “put on minimum lookback” option. A put-on-minimumlookback option allows the option holder to
Hotels need a strategy that addresses
purchase an item at the lowest traded price for
consumers’ need to search for lower
the item over the length of the option contract.
In this type of exotic reservation, the guest is
rates by eliminating price uncertainty.
guaranteed to pay the lowest price oﬀered and
booked at the hotel distribution channel emWe propose that, by providing alternative ployed throughout the period of the reservaforms of reservations, a hotel can eﬀectively tion (regardless of the price at the initial bookeliminate search incentives and therefore elimi- ing).6 This option is not without cost, however.
nate the likelihood that the consumer will can- In this report we show how to calculate its valcel his or her reservation and switch to a lower- ue and in so doing determine the price that the
price room. Our model builds on the work of hotel should charge for this guarantee. By proQuan (co-author of this report), who showed viding guests with the assurance that they will
that a hotel reservation can be compared to a pay the lowest rate oﬀered to transient guests
ﬁnancial European call option given by the ho- on a given day, there will be no incentive for
tel to the guest. That is, the guest has the right, them to search elsewhere. Furthermore, we
but not the obligation, to purchase the services use the model to determine the value of the
of a hotel room at a speciﬁc date in the future “lowest-price” guarantees presently oﬀered by
at the set reservation price.5 (Guests have no many hotel companies. We show that such
obligation to purchase since they can cancel guarantees in their present form have little valwithout cost before the cancellation deadline.) ue to the consumer and therefore do not proUsing the reservation as a call option, guests vide the price-guarantee feature that our procan lock in the maximum rate that they will posed exotic reservation provides.
pay for a room. If rates increase, they can hold
6
Note that this is distinct from the low-price guarantee
the reservation and pay the “ceiling” price, but presently oﬀered by various hotel companies. In such oﬀers, if
if rates decrease, guests can cancel the reserva- the customer ﬁnds a lower rate for the same quality room at
same check-in date within 24 hours of the reservation, the
tion and book at the lower rate. A key insight the
company will refund the diﬀerence plus 10 percent of the dif5
Dan Quan, “The Price of a Reservation,” Cornell Hotel
and Restaurant Administration Quarterly, Vol. 43, No. 3, June
2002, pp. 77–86.
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ference. Thus, the customer is responsible for searching and
ﬁnding an alternative rate within the relatively brief period of
24 hours. Our proposal can last over any period, with the hotel company monitoring room rates on the guest’s behalf.
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Attempts to Forestall
Search and Switch

prices from online travel agents. This approach
will send consumers to the chain’s website only
up to the point where consumers value the marginal miles earned by that stay more than they
value the amount saved by booking through
the OTS. Since OTS sites often save customers
from $10 to $40 or more per night, the value
of the frequent-traveler points lost will often be
far less than the amount saved. Of course, in
those cases where the discount agents’ and the
hotels’ own sites’ prices are essentially identical,
this will provide a marginal incentive for customers to book rooms through the company’s
own website.

In response to their desire to regain more
control over their brands’ pricing, hotel companies have devised mechanisms intended to
circumvent internet travel agents and to provide disincentives to booking rooms on these
sites. One such example is the creation of
Travelweb.com, a site owned by Dallas-based
Pegasus, with partners Hilton Hotels, Hyatt
Hotels, InterContinental Hotels Group, Marriott
International, Starwood Hotels and Resorts,
and Priceline.com. Constituted as an internet
travel agent, Travelweb is designed to circumvent the need to use other internet travel sites.
Attempts at
Its prices are controlled, because the maximum
Low-Price Guarantees
markup within the site’s merchant model is
Perhaps the chains’ most salient attempt to dis15 to 20 percent. In theory, owners of hotels
courage guests from making reservations through
associated with this partnership would engage
internet travel discounters is the lowest-price
Travelweb.com to sell their excess inventory,
guarantee, which has been introduced by hotel
but the erosion of prices would be controlled
companies such as Cendant, InterContinental,
due to the limit on markups. Presumably this
and Starwood. These programs oﬀer the assurarrangement would provide hotels an incentive
ance that if a guest books a room on the chain’s
to sell their excess inventory via Travelweb, as
website and then ﬁnds a lower rate for the same
a larger share of the room revenue would stay
room on the same day at the same hotel on
with the hotel itself.
an online distributor’s website, the chain will
However, the ability to control price dismatch the lower rate. Most programs even oﬀer
counting in this manner depends on the proan additional discount on the matched price,
portion of the market’s total rooms controlled
say, 10 percent, if a lower rate is found.
by the partners. If a large number of rooms are
The best-price-guarantee program oﬀered
controlled by other hotels that are not part of
by Cendant provides an example. Cendant’s
the would-be Travelweb cartel and if these comguarantee promises that if a customer ﬁnds
peting hotels release rooms that other internet
lower published rates for its hotels through any
travel agents (e.g., Travelocity or Orbitz) can
other online distributor, Cendant will match
sell at prices undercutting Travelweb, then the
the lower rate plus an additional 10-percent dishotel companies in Travelweb will be forced to
count. The customer must ﬁrst book a reservameet these lower prices or surrender market
tion using the brand’s web site. If the customer
share.
ﬁnds a lower rate online within a 24-hour peAnother mechanism aimed at regaining
riod from the time of booking, the guest must
control over consumers’ booking behavior is
submit the lower rate via e-mail to the chain’s
restricting the award of frequent-travel points
customer-service department, which must then
to those rooms booked through the company’s
verify the information. If the claim is veriﬁed,
own website or other approved vendors. Hilton
the chain makes good on its promise to sell the
Hotels, for instance, no longer oﬀers HHonors
room at the matched rate plus a 10-percent dispoints and mileage to people who book rooms
count. Such programs attempt to stop search
on bargain websites. This policy is designed as
and switch by providing consumers with the asa clear disincentive to customers seeking lower
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surance that the rates oﬀered at brand websites rate, in actuality the 24-hour time limit essenare the lowest available.
tially gives this guarantee a value of zero.7 In
The availability of rooms oﬀered by third- contrast, a more valuable and realistic best-rate
party internet sellers is largely determined guarantee can be developed. As we explain beby the willingness of franchisees to sell their low, the hotel can oﬀer a rate that is guaranrooms to those providers. To discourage such teed to be the best rate that a consumer will
activities, the hotel chains often make the case ever be able to ﬁnd for that room (or a compathat by participating in the chains’ best-price- rable room) from the date of the reservation
guarantee programs, franchisees can earn a until the date of arrival. In eﬀect, the company
higher room yield than if they had sold their would be eliminating the consumer’s incentive
rooms wholesale. The franchisees’ chief beneﬁt to search the web for cheaper room rates as the
for participating in the chains’ programs is that arrival date approaches.
the franchisees’ room revenue from the chains’
Experience tells us that if a hotel holds a
model is higher than if they had sold the room large unsold inventory for a near-term arrival
to third-party sellers.
date, the hotel is liable to release a large numFor example, say that a room is sold to ber of those unsold rooms to online travel
the wholesaler for $100. Given that the usual sites—thereby increasing the supply of deeply
wholesaler markup is 20 percent, the wholesal- discounted rooms for sale on the internet. Any
er would sell this room at its website for $120. “best-rate guarantee” that does not take this
If the room is sold by the wholesaler, the hotel market reality into account cannot be of value
to either consumers or hotels.
realizes a yield of $100 for the room.
Internet Hotel
Wholesaler
(Hotels.com)
$100

➠

20%
Markup

➠

$120

$100

Now consider the price with the 10-percent guarantee. That is, say that the consumer invokes the 10-percent price protection and
the chain sells the room on the franchisee’s behalf for $108.
Price
Guarantee
Plus 10%
Discount

➠

Hotel
Matching
Rate to
Consumer
$108

Hotel
Yield
$108

It is by the above logic that the parent hotel company argues that with the price-matching program the hotel will be better oﬀ if it
does not sell its rooms to the wholesalers. So
long as the markup for the wholesaler is higher
than that of the hotel brand, the price-guarantee reservation will undercut the wholesaler’s
oﬀer and retain a higher yield for the rooms.
Although rate-guarantee programs appear
to give guests the assurance that by booking
at the brand’s website they would pay lowest
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Reservation Guarantee—
Conceptual Issues

Rate to Hotel
Consumer Yield

The search-and-switch problem facing the hotel industry as a result of internet shopping
has been well explored in other contexts in
the broad area of information economics.8
To begin with, there is information asymmetry between the hotel operator and the guest.
Only the guests know their preferences and
their rationale for purchasing a room at a speciﬁc hotel. Diﬀerent guests may be motivated
by diﬀerent hotel attributes—including brand
loyalty, the location of the hotel, the service
the hotel oﬀers, and, of course, the price paid.
If the hotel could perfectly observe each guest’s
set of preferences in all dimensions, the hotel
would then be able to set its room rates based
7

Quan, op.cit.

8

The seminal works in this area include: G. Akerlof,
“The Market for ‘Lemons’: Quality Uncertainty and the
Market Mechanism,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 84,
No. 3 (1970), pp. 488–500; and, related more directly to the
model: M. Spence, “Job Market Signaling,” Quarterly Journal
of Economics, Vol. 87, No. 3 (1973), pp. 355–374; and J. Stiglitz
and A.Weiss, “Credit Rationing in Markets with Imperfect
Information,” American Economic Review, Vol. 71, No. 3
(1981), pp. 393–410.
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on each consumer’s willingness to pay. Revenue- have migrated to third-party websites to engage
management systems take a step in this direc- in search-and-switch behavior would ﬁnd the
tion by, for example, setting higher room rates exotic reservation attractive.
In broad terms, our proposed reservation
for weekdays, when price-insensitive business
travelers book their rooms, and lowering rates model takes into explicit consideration diﬀerfor weekend dates, when leisure travelers often ences in the preferences of hotel guests—that
is, it oﬀers guests yet another choice in reservabook and demand can be slack.9
As a rule, however, the hotel operator does tion possibilities that is based on the way they
not explicitly observe diﬀerences in guests’
booking motivations when setting reservation
policies. Thus, it is not surprising that no sinWith the implementation of particular
gle policy will be suitable for all customers, givterms, price-sensitive customers will
en the diverse nature of their tastes and prefﬁnd it in their best interest to make a
erences. To achieve a closer correspondence
between the rate charged and the consumer’s
reservation and look no further.
willingness to pay, it is reasonable to explore
the possibility of oﬀering alternative types of
reservations in the hope that they serve the value a hotel stay. Our proposed reservation
customers better and at the same time increase format, concurrent with conventional forms of
the customers’ interest in staying at the hotel.
reservations, speciﬁcally targets those customOur suggested approach is to oﬀer a menu ers whose room decisions are motivated priof reservation types from which the customers marily by price, rather than by brand or anoththemselves would select. Such a strategy would er attribute speciﬁc to the hotel (e.g., a meeting
improve the match between the needs of the or conference is being held at that property).
guest and those of the hotel operator. In imple- Through implementation of a particular set
menting the speciﬁc reservation model present- of terms, price-sensitive customers, that is, the
ed here, we target the room-booking dimension same ones who use OTS companies to shop for
that OTS companies emphasize—namely, room the lowest price regardless of brand, will ﬁnd it
rates. If a hotel oﬀers a reservation with a price- in their best interest to make a reservation and
protection option, those guests who are most look no further—thus adopting the proposed
sensitive to price uncertainty will select the ex- reservation terms.
On the other hand, guests who are bookotic reservation, while those who are less sensitive and those who have a strong brand loyalty ing the hotel due to its brand (or other reasons)
will select the standard method of booking. For will not be attracted by the exotic reservation
those guests, a prospective lower price from a option (because it comes with a cost). Those
competing property would not motivate them consumers will likely ﬁnd conventional roomto switch their reservation to that other prop- reservation procedures to be acceptable. The
erty. In this way, our model takes into account concept that two (or possibly more) forms of
brand loyalty. The group that values brand loy- reservations should be oﬀered concurrently is
alty above price is served by the normal reserva- an explicit recognition that guests have heterotion process. However, price-driven guests who geneous tastes and preferences.
9

Other market segmenting pricing practices include offering low-price rooms that must be booked a certain length
of time ahead for pleasure travelers and high-price rooms that
have no such time requirment for business travelers. See: S.
Kimes, “The Basics of Yield Management,” Cornell Hotel and
Restaurant Administration Quarterly, Vol. 30, No. 3 (November
1989), pp. 14–19.

Calculating the Value of the
Low-price Guarantee
In this section, we present the calculations that
support the low-price-guarantee model. The
calculations start with the following assump-
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tions. A guest makes a reservation for a room minimum price achieved).10 Conze and
at price R at time t = 0 to check in on date Viswanathan showed that for the case when
t = T. The hotel guarantees that the price the R ≤ P0, the value of this option, V, is deﬁned
guest will pay at T will be the lowest web-pub- as shown in equation 1 of Exhibit 1 (at right).
lished price for the room from t = 0 through For the case of R > P0, V is calculated as shown
t = T (i.e., check in), if the lowest web price is in equation 2, at right,
less than R. If the lowest price over this period
is above R, the guest will pay R, the rate prom- where
ised by the reservation for the room.
P0
σ 2T
ln
In the absence of this low-price guarantee,
+ rT +
R
2
a guest will pay R at check-in for the room. At
d=
,
the time of booking, the future web-published
σ √ T–t
prices are unknown. Although there is future
price uncertainty, the guest, by making a reser2
rT + σ T
vation, has essentially locked in price R for the
2
room and therefore has eliminated any price
.
d' =
uncertainty.
σ√T
The lowest web price over the period
t = 0, T is Pmin. That is,
In the equations above and at right, r is the
risk-free interest rate, and N(•) (in equations 1
Pmin = min (P0, P1, P2, …, PT ).
and 2) represents the cumulative distribution
function of a standard Gaussian variable. σ repBy purchasing the low-price guarantee, the resents the volatility of prices and is a measure
beneﬁt to the guest is the diﬀerence between of the price uncertainty over future T periods.
R and Pmin, if R > Pmin. Alternatively, if Pmin > R In the next section, we will elaborate on how
over the entire period, the low-price guarantee the volatility parameter can be calibrated using
does not yield a payoﬀ since the guest will pay historical room-rate information.
R, the price the guest would have paid in the
The Nature of
absence of this guarantee. Thus, the payoﬀ for
Hotel
Price Uncertainty
the guest from receiving this guarantee is
A low-price guarantee has value because it ofR – Pmin if R > Pmin
fers the guest protection against uncertainty in
Guarantee payoﬀ =
future room rates oﬀered by competing hotels.
0
otherwise .
Since it is this uncertainty that drives our model,
it is important to understand how it is characThis payoﬀ structure is identical to the pay- terized and how it relates to more familiar exoﬀ to the holder of a put option—that is, the isting yield-management practices that attempt
owner of the option has the right to sell the to take such factors into consideration.
Our model of hotel-room-price uncertainroom back to the hotel at R, the reserved rate.
The guest will do so only if the price of the ty parallels closely models developed in the ﬁroom to the guest is lower than R, that is, only nancial options-pricing literature. An option is
if Pmin < R. Note that this is the same payoﬀ as if viewed as a contingent claim on an asset the future returns of which are uncertain. Since the
the guest exercises the put option optimally.
This arrangement is sometimes called option’s payoﬀ is contingent on the asset’s fua “put option on extrema” or a “put on min10
Conze and Viswanathan, “Path Dependent
imum,” since the condition of the payoﬀ de- Options: A.
The Case of Lookback Option,” Journal of Finance,
pends on an extreme value (in this case, the Vol. 54, No. 5 (1991), pp.1893–1907.

(

)

(

)

{
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EXHIBIT 1
Equations relating to the value of option V

Equation 1

Equation 2

ture return, the option’s value today is a funcIn our hotel reservation application, we
tion of the probability of having a positive pay- analogously envision hotel-room-price moveoﬀ in the future. This probability is determined ments over time as comprising these two comby the speciﬁcation of a stochastic process that ponents. In the context of hotel room rates,
characterizes the distribution of future returns. reasonable measures of predictable price moveThus, uncertainty is modeled as a stochastic ments are those that are forecasted by convenprocess which provides a probabilistic char- tional yield-management models. One funcacterization of future returns. The overall re- tion of yield management is to predict future
turn process is viewed as being composed of a room occupancies or rates using a variety of
deterministic predictable component, or drift forecasting models, ranging from time series
term, and an unpredictable, stochastic compo- models, such as exponential smoothing and
nent. Because an option is a claim on some ARIMA models, to advanced additive- and
unknown future value of the asset, its value is multiplicative-booking models.12 Other predependent on the stochastic component of re- dictable elements that are taken into considturns and not on the drift term. Thus, in the eration may include seasonal factors and holicalibration of option-pricing models, whereby days. In this area, great attention is given to
uncertainty is measured as the volatility of the predicting the future demand for rooms and
stochastic component, the uncertainty is often the prices that should be charged. Thus, premeasured as the standard deviation of returns dictions from such models represent the best
after those returns have been purged of all pre- estimates of the future, taking into account all
the predictable movement in future prices or
dictable movements.11
11
For a readable presentation of these concepts, see: J.
Cox and M. Rubinstein, Options Markets (Englewood Cliﬀs,
NJ: Prentice Hall, 1985); or J. Hull, Options, Futures, and Other
Derivatives (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997).

12
S. Kimes and L. Weatherford, “A Comparison
of Forecasting Methods for Hotel Revenue Management,”
International Journal of Forecasting, Vol. 19, No. 3 (2003), pp.
401–415.
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Price

EXHIBIT 2
Price of a minimum-price reservation

Days

Note: One year with 30-percent annual volatility

The Low-Price Guarantee:
An Example
Say that a hotel oﬀers a guest a low-price guarantee for a room that is currently priced at
$125 for a date six months in the future. For
that date six months out the price is $115
(that is, the guest reserves the room at $115).
The guarantee stipulates that if a lower rate
is oﬀered on a speciﬁed set of web sites, the
guest’s rate will automatically be adjusted to
the lowest competing rate. If, during the sixmonth period, none of the competing rates is
less than the reservation price, the guest will
be charged the agreed-upon $115 for the room.
For the purposes of this illustration, we further
assume that the annual volatility of the rates
among the set of competing hotels is 30 percent
and that the risk-free interest rate is 6 percent.
Given these conditions, and using our pricing
formula, the value of the price guarantee is
$9.55. Thus, for a charge of $9.55, the guest is
guaranteed to pay the lowest rate achieved for
the deﬁned set of comparable rooms for the
next six months.15 As we explain next, the price
(or value) of the guarantee changes according
to the circumstances.

room occupancies. Given this interpretation,
the stochastic component can be viewed simply as the forecast errors or the residuals from
the application of yield management models.
Thus, a reasonable estimate of uncertainty or
volatility is the standard deviation of the error
term in yield management forecasts.
Since the value of the low-price guarantee
depends on the unpredictable component, it is
important to get an indication of its magnitude.
The wide use of yield management practices
has spawned numerous studies attempting to
quantify their accuracy. In a study comparing
the forecast performance of regression, pick-up,
Properties of the Low-price
and multiplicative models, the mean absolute
Guarantee Model
percentage error (MAPE) of forecasts ranged
An important property of the guaranteed-pricfrom 10 percent for the pick-up and regresing model is that value of the price guarantee
sion models to over 200 percent for the muldecreases as the check-in date approaches. This
tiplicative model.13 In another study of group
is intuitively appropriate because the value of
bookings, the MAPE ranged from 10 to 15 perthis commitment is largely based on the probcent on the day of arrival to 40 percent at two
ability that the guest will ﬁnd a lower competing
months before arrival.14 These results indicate
rate. Since room rates do not normally change
that although yield management practices do
continuously, the probability of ﬁnding a lower
have some reasonable forecasting ability, a subrate the day before check-in is smaller than the
stantial amount of future changes in room dechances of ﬁnding a lower rate a week or a
mand is unpredictable.
13

Ibid.

14

S. Kimes, “Group Forecasting Accuracy in Hotels,”
Journal of the Operational Research Society, Vol. 50, No. 11
(1999), pp. 1104–1110. Although such studies have focused
on the performance of room-occupancy forecasts, this information is used in yield models that in turn determine the
appropriate prices to charge for rooms. It follows that errors
in room predictions will likely translate into errors in room
pricing.
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15
In the examples here the low-price guarantee is priced
for one night. Assuming an average stay of one or two additional nights and that volatility and rates do not change dramatically over that period the new guarantee would equal the
number of nights times the original cost. Alternatively, one
can determine the low-price guarantee across all of the nights,
but this would involve a more complex assessment using an
American option model. We expect to extend this model in
the future, as discussed in the conclusion.
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month before check-in. In fact, if the reservation were made a year in advance, the value of
the price guarantee would increase to $14.63.
The value of the price guarantee over the entire
year is plotted in the graph in Exhibit 2.
The value of the low-price guarantee can
be calculated as shown in this report, because
it represents a commitment of the reservation
provider to sell a room at some predetermined
price prior to anyone’s having full knowledge
of future prices. Thus, the greater the price uncertainty for any given market, the more valuable will be this commitment. To demonstrate
the eﬀects of that uncertainty, when we restrict
the market-uncertainty parameter σ to 0, or to
an environment of no price uncertainty, the
pricing formula will also have a value of zero.
Furthermore, it follows that the value of this
low-price guarantee is a strictly increasing function of σ.
From the pricing formula and the previous description, clearly the most important
step in the implementation process is in selecting the volatility parameter σ. In the options literature, σ is estimated by calculating
the standard deviation of price movements using a series of part prices, which are presumably representative of future price movements
over the option’s maturity. In the context of
hotel reservations, it is important to reiterate
that this parameter reﬂects the unpredictable
component of price movements, rather than
simply measuring the volatility of room rates.
As a point of comparison, given the brief time
interval involved, Cendant’s oﬀer of matching
a lower price within 24 hours of booking has
an option value of $0.00000004!

Volatility Calibration to the
Merchant Model
Applying this model to the wholesale-merchant
mechanism that has become common on the
internet, we need to establish a realistic volatility
calibration of our model. If we are to price the
reservation guarantee for the merchant model, it’s important that we calibrate the model
parameters to mirror the terms found on the

internet, which usually involves a markup in
the vicinity of 20 percent.
Using our previous merchant-model example, when a room is sold for $100 to a consolidator that in turn sells it for $120, it is clear
that the consolidator will never sell the room
at any rate lower than $100, the room’s wholesale price. Thus, in terms of the future price for
the room, the price will have a lower bound of
$100. A key parameter in our model is the volatility of future room rates, which determines
the likelihood that the guarantee will come
into force. Thus, to calibrate our model, the
measure of future price volatility must incorporate the fact that observing a price lower than

The value of a low-price guarantee for
a hotel room reservation depends on
the unpredictable component of rates.
$100 is highly unlikely. This feature must be
incorporated into the volatility parameter.
One way to incorporate this information
is to select a volatility measure such that there
is an eﬀective zero probability that future prices will be lower than the wholesale price of
the room. Let K designate the wholesale room
price. The wholesaler’s mark-up is assumed to
be m%, and let P be the price the hotel currently charges for the room. Thus, if we use our
previous model of an extrema option, the volatility we are referring to is the volatility of the
wholesale room rates.
To constrain our volatility parameter, we
note that our pricing model is predicated on
the assumption that the dynamics of hotel
room pricing follows a Brownian price process
dP
= μdt + σε√dt .
P
Assuming Brownian motion in the formation of the hotel room price process, the price
of the room at time T or the check-in date, is
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EXHIBIT 3
Equations relating to the price of a hotel room, P
Equation 3

P (T) = P (t) exp

{( )

2
μ − σ (T – t) + σε√T – t
2

Equation 4

Pr [ P (T) < K ] = Pr P (t) exp

{( )

2
μ − σ (T – t) + σε√T – t
2

P(T), which has the form found in equation 3,
in Exhibit 3.
Thus for our model, we would calibrate
our volatility σ such that the probability of the
price being less than K is inﬁnitesimal. We see
that by rearranging the terms, this probability
is shown in equation 4, in Exhibit 3, which is
equivalent to
ln
Pr (ε) <

( )( )
K – μ − σ2
P (t)
2

(T–t)

.

σ √ T–t

By deﬁnition of a Brownian process,
ε~N (0,1). Thus, we can select a value for σ
such that this probability is negligible. From
the normal tables, we can select a low probability for the unit normal random variable.
Consider Pr(ε) < –3 = .00135. We can solve for
the volatility σ such that the right-hand side of
the above expression is equal to –3. In essence,
we would like to solve for σ such that
ln

( )( )
K – μ − σ2
P (t)
2
σ √ T–t

(T–t)
= –3 .

Numerical Example
Using our previous example, let today’s room
rate be $125 (that is, P(t) = 125) and assume
that the historical mean price for this room
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}
}

<K

was $120 (µ = 120). We consider a one-year
time period (T = 1). Let the wholesale price
of the room be $100 (K = 100). Substituting
these values into the above expression and
simplifying we get:
ln

( )(

2
100 –
120 − σ
125
2

)

+ 3σ = 0 .

Solving for the volatility we see that a value
of σ = 12.79 will satisfy the assumptions we
have established about the volatility parameter.

Conclusion
This report is the ﬁrst to identify, propose
a speciﬁc use for, and price an exotic option
that can be applied to hotel reservations. We
begin by asserting that the observed search-andswitch behavior of consumers and the loss of
pricing control by hotel companies are both
connected to consumers’ incentives in the
market combined with the advent of internet
online travel service companies. We continue
by proposing that one possible cure for the
problems currently facing hotel companies in
their quest to maintain price integrity is to offer a best-rate guarantee. Though well meant,
the current rate guarantees are shown to be
essentially of no value to consumers. Instead,
we show how a hotel company can structure a
best-rate guarantee that would provide value to
consumers no matter how far in advance the
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reservation is made. In addition, we apply a
well-established exotic-option pricing formula to
price this best-rate guarantee so that consumers
should be willing to pay for the option. Using
this approach hotel companies should be able
to eliminate the incentive for consumers to engage in search-and-switch behavior, reestablish
the price integrity of their product, and create
a revenue stream from the sale of the best-rateguarantee options.

Family Matters
The best-rate guarantee is only one of a family
of exotic options that hotel companies could
oﬀer consumers. Our preliminary analysis has
identiﬁed the following other exotic reservations that could be used by hotel reservations
managers and corporate travel executives to
deal with the risk inherent in managing frequent-customers’ room needs.
(1) Down-and-in barrier call options. With a
down-and-in call option, the customer can purchase a guarantee whereby if the actual room
rate charged rises above some agreed-upon level, say, P*, the customer will be paid the difference, thereby ensuring that the maximum
price charged will be P*.
(2) Exchange option. Under this contract
a corporate customer can switch a reservation
in one hotel for a room in another property
of greater quality without being subject to a
higher rate. This kind of option would be useful if a corporate travel executive was booking
rooms for a business meeting where the traveler was unsure of the distribution of executives
who were planning to attend. Depending on
whether the president, senior vice presidents,
or vice presidents were attending, various lev-

els of room reservation might be required. An
exchange option allows the corporate travel
executive (CTE) to reserve a room within a
system, such as Marriott’s, and know that the
room is reserved for that day at the agreed-on
rate at any Marriott-related property.
(3) Average-price and average-strike call
option. Under this contract a good corporate
customer receives a guarantee that the price
paid for a series of rooms over a set time period
will not exceed some pre-speciﬁed average daily
rate. This type of contract would allow a CTE
to budget for a known ADR over a particular
time period.
We expect that future research will price
each of these and other exotic options, and in
so doing add new tools for hotel companies to
manage the growing complexity of hotel pricing in an internet-connected world.
While the example discussed here focuses on pricing a best-rate guarantee for a single
property, our system can be expanded and tailored to a speciﬁc consumer’s search behavior.
For example, at the onset, the guest could be
asked which hotels he or she would consider
switching to if the prices are lower (eﬀectively
to identify their speciﬁc competitive set, which
we can call n) and which websites they use to
ﬁnd lower rates (which we can call m). Once
n and m are known, then a computer “spider”
program can be written which will continuously download the prices listed on the m websites
for the n properties. So long as the list of hotels
and websites is truthfully revealed by the guests
and there is a system in place to transparently
reveal the search process and its results to the
guests, there would be no incentive for them to
search and switch. ★★★★★
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Do you have a response to or comment on this report?
The Center for Hospitality Research welcomes
comments, whether brief responses or more formal
commentaries of 1,000 to 3,000 words, on this and other
reports.
To participate in this on-line forum, contact The Center’s
executive director, at hosp_research@cornell.edu.
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